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Abstract: A new algorithm for development of quasi-optimal decision trees, based on the Bayes

theorem, has been created and tested. The algorithm generates a decision tree on the basis of Bayesian

belief networks, created prior to the formation of the decision tree. The efficiency of this new algorithm

was compared with three other known algorithms used to develop decision trees. The data set used

for the experiments was a set of cases of skin lesions, histopatolgically verified.
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1. Introduction

The main goal of our research was developing a computer-assisted methodology

of early and noninvasive diagnosis of one of the most dangerous human diseases, skin

cancer [1]. Research described in this paper involved unsupervised machine learning in

classification and identification of melanocytic skin lesions. To discover the knowledge

hidden in medical datasets a computer program suite was created. Such datasets are

frequently uncertain, e.g. conflicting. Until now, four computer programs have been

created: AffinitySEEKER©R (using a minimal-distance method to find similarity between

the investigated objects, in our case, melanocytic skin lesions) [2], BeliefSEEKER©R

(generating stochastic belief networks) [3], TreeSEEKER©R (generating quasi-optimal

decision trees) [4], and PlaneSEEKER©R (using optimized algorithms of linear machine

learning to identify multicategory objects using a binary recurrent classification

engine) [5]. Main features of these information systems, developed at the Kansas

University in Lawrence, KS USA are (i) a uniform format of input data, compatible

with the format used by the LERS system (which generates learning models in the

form of sets of rules) [6], and (ii) the ability to generate twofold learning models:
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a certain model (for data sets without conflicting cases) and a possible model (in

case of data sets with conflicting cases). In this paper we concentrate on algorithms

to generate decision trees. In our research [7] we have concluded that this type of

learning model provides the most promising results in diagnosis of melanocytic skin

lesions. It was necessary to equip the TreeSEEKER©R system with additional, new

algorithms for creating decision trees and checking their effectiveness in comparison

with the earlier algorithms implemented by Czerwiński [8] and Quinlan [9]. Our

experience in generating belief networks [10] suggests to use these algorithms for

selection of attributes, the most significant part of the process of classification of

a data set.

2. Algorithms for generation of decision trees

In our research we have used the following algorithms to generate decision

trees: (i) Czerwiński’s algorithm [8], (ii) our own implementation of the classical

Quinlan algorithm [9], i.e. C4.5 using information entropy for attribute selection,

(iii) the TVR algorithm (creating decision trees from fragments, which are sequences

of paths from selected attributes to the decision attribute) [11] and (iv) VDP, a new

algorithm searching for the most significant set of attributes, required for the correct

classification of the training data. This algorithm has been the main subject of our

research. The VDP algorithm is based on generating belief networks with varies

Dirichlet’s parameter [12]. Let us note that the descriptive attribute which has the

greatest marginal influence [13] on the decision attribute is placed in the root of the

decision tree.

3. Research methodology

Four algorithms for generating decision trees (Czerwiński’s, Quinlan’s, TVR

and VDP) were compared using the following assumptions. All four algorithms were

used for the NEVI dataset, which is presented in detail in [14]. In the initial stage of

research, 250 cases of melanocytic skin lesions were randomly divided into two groups

of 167 and 83 cases. Then, decision trees were generated for the 167 cases using all

four algorithms. Quality of these trees was estimated on the basis of classification

results of the 83 unseen cases. Obviously, the best algorithm is the algorithm that

generates a decision tree with the lowest error rate.

4. Results

The generated decision trees are presented in Figures 1–4. Results of classific-

ation of unseen objects are presented in Table 1. For an idea of the average number

of questions see [15].

Table 1. Quality of the tested algorithms

Tested algorithm Mean number of questions Number of nodes Error of classification [%]

Czerwiński’s 2.70 7 2.41

Quinlan’s 2.43 7 2.41

TVR 2.00 3 1.20

VDP 2.32 5 2.27
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Figure 1. Decision tree generated by Czerwiński’s algorithm

Figure 2. Decision tree generated by Quinlan’s algorithm

Figure 3. Decision tree generated by the TVR algorithm

5. Conclusions

Let us note that the error rates while using all four algorithms were low

compared with e.g. a set of rules [1]. The TVR algorithm generates a decision tree with

an unusually low error of classification of unseen objects (1.20%) requires verification.

This algorithm pruned the decision tree by eliminating 4 cases from the source data

set. However, using belief networks to improve the process of decision tree generation,

we obtained surprisingly good results, better than the results obtained by means
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Figure 4. Decision tree generated by the VDP algorithm

of Czerwiński’s algorithm and/or the classic Quinlan algorithm. In our research we

observed that all four algorithms selected the 〈TDS〉 attribute for the root of the

decision tree. In every case this attribute had the same range of value after the

discretization process. Similarly, most of the used algorithms selected the 〈C BLUE〉

attribute as the next test in the process of diagnosis of melanocytic skin lesions. The

further selected attributes were different. The mean number of questions and the

number of nodes with tests show a very similar character. In conclusion, we can say

that the proposed new algorithm to generate quasi-optimal decision trees, applying

Bayesian belief networks, yielded promising results. The algorithm requires further

verification, especially in relation to decision tables containing attributes with mixed

(numeric and symbolic) values.
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